




❖ Found in April 2014

❖ An error in OpenSSL

➢   length variable not checked

➢   led to a buffer over-read

❖ Has been around since 2012

❖ Heartbleed was found by Codenomicon 

security engineers: Ossi Salmi, Ville Alatalo, 

Tuomo Untinen, Antti Karjalainen, and Ossi 

Herrela and Google researcher Neel Mehta

❖ Specifically in transport layer security (TLS)  

protocols’  heartbeat extension

❖ Leaked usernames, passwords, financial and 

personal information, and encryption keys





❖Heartbeat extension
➢Provides a way for computer and server to check if they are still connected. 
➢Some internet routers will drop connection if idle for too long
➢Heartbeat requires 3 parts:

1)request for acknowledgment 
2)a short, random message
3)the number of characters in the message

❖Heartbleed
➢The attacker can take advantage of heartbeat by sending requests and 

instead of asking for the correct length of the message, it asks for 64kb. 
➢The server doesn't check if the message and the length match, and therefore 

will send whatever is stored in memory at the time.













“The U.S. National Security Agency 
knew for at least two years about 
[Heartbleed] ... and regularly used it 
to gather critical intelligence” 
-Bloomberg News

●Headlines reported NSA was 
exploiting Heartbleed

●Mike Rogers, director of the 
NSA, denies having known 
about the bug before it was 
publicly announced

●No proof apart from the two 
anonymous sources “familiar 
with the matter”
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❖Gains computer vulnerabilities from 
“Black Market”

❖Often keeps these vulnerabilities 
out of the public eye

❖Will not disclose to public if:
➢“No one but us” can find the 

vulnerability
➢The intelligence to be gained is 

necessary
➢Not much harm would be done 

if an adversary found the 
vulnerability 



❖Attacks and exploitations do not leave a trace

❖Attacks do not have a limit

❖Can attack again and again until payload gives critical information

➢Password

➢Security Questions & Answers

❖Sites and companies recommend:

➢Change passwords after a patch has been confirmed
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